SUMMER

ATLANTA BOTANICAL
GARDEN

Through Oct. 31 “Sculpture in

Motion, Art Choreographed by
Nature.” Twenty-five medium
and large scale, outdoor, kinetic
sculptures by 15 contemporary
artists “make visible” the natural
forces – wind, water, solar energy,
sound waves, human energy –
which powers their movements.
Through Aug. 4 Wildlife and
nature photography exhibit
featuring the work of Marc Del
Santro. Tues.-Sun. 1345 Piedmont
Ave., NE. 404/876-5859.

ATLANTA HISTORY CENTER
Through June 22 “Courage:

The Vision to End Segregation,
the Guts to Fight for It.”
Groundbreaking exhibition

that explores the grassroots
community activism of one
South Carolina county that
began the process to end school
segregation. Open daily. 130 West
Paces Ferry Rd. 404/814-4000.

BARBARA ARCHER
GALLERY

Through Aug. 30 Charlotte

Foust & Melissa Stern: A Common
Space. Thurs.-Sat. 280 Elizabeth
St., #A012. 404/523-1845.

CALLANWOLDE GALLERY
June 6-July 25 “Fun and

Games.” The art of Ben Goldman.
Reception June 6, 7-9 PM.
Aug. 1-Sept. 12 “Production:
American Work Ethic.” Sculptures
by Harry Zmijewski. Reception
Aug. 1, 7-9 PM. Free. Mon.-Sat.
Callanwolde Fine Arts Center, 980
Briarcliff Rd., NE. 404/872-5338.

french artists exhibition
Huff Harrington Fine Art – July 10-Aug. 16

CENTER FOR PUPPETRY
ARTS MUSEUM

Ongoing “Puppets: The Power of
Wonder.” Be delighted by a display
of 350 puppets from around the
world.
Through June 29 “Salem: No
Ordinary Cat!” The wisecracking
cable-controlled cat and other fun
memorabilia from the hit TV show
“Sabrina the Teenage Witch!”
Open Tues.-Sun. 1404 Spring St.
NW at 18th St. 404/873-3391.

FERNBANK MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

June 7-Jan. 2 “Ends of the Earth:

From Polar Bears to Penguins.”
Special exhibition showcasing the
animals, environments and effects
of global warming on the Polar
regions.
June 8-Aug. 31 “Penguins of
the Antarctic: A Photographic
Exhibition.”
Open daily. 767 Clifton Rd., NE.

404/929-6300.

HAMBIDGE CENTER/Rabun
Gap, GA
Through June 11 “Back to

Nature.” An exhibition of pottery
and art by 30 Southern artists
dealing with botanical imagery.
The theme pays tribute to the
beautiful natural surroundings
of the Hambidge Center.

706/746-7324.

HIGH MUSEUM OF ART

June 7-Oct. 5 “Road to Freedom:

Photographs of the Civil Rights
Movement, 1956-1968” and “After
1968: Contemporary Artists and
the Civil Rights Legacy.”
Through Sept. 7 “Louvre Atlanta:
The Louvre and the Ancient
World.” Tues.-Sun. 1280 Peachtree
St., NE. 404/733-HIGH.

HUFF HARRINGTON
FINE ART

July 10-Aug. 16 Exhibition

of celebrated and emerging
French artists including Monique
Chretien, Andree Thobaty, Lyliane
Coiffard, Georges Nasri, Regine
Pivier, Paschal Bouterin and
Christian Nepo. In conjunction
with the exhibit, a Bastille Day
Soiree will take place July
10 from 6-8 PM. Festivities
include live music, French food
and wine. 4240 Rickenbacker
Drive. www.huffharrington.com.

404/257-0511.

IMAGINE IT! THE
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF
ATLANTA
Marche (avec Petit Chien) also called Place de Richelme, 36 x 28, by Georges Nasri
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Through Sept. 14 “Under the

TRAVEL

JACKSON FINE ART

Through July 5 Selection of

works by acclaimed Civil Rights
photographer Bruce Davidson.
Open Tues.-Sat. 3115 East
Shadowlawn Ave. 404/233-3739.

MICHAEL C. CARLOS
MUSEUM AT EMORY
UNIVERSITY

Through Aug. 31 “Lost Kingdoms
of the Nile: Nubian Treasures from
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.”
Open daily. 571 South Kilgo Circle,
Decatur. 404/727-4282.

MORRIS MUSEUM OF ART/
Augusta, GA

Through July 13 “A. Aubrey
Bodine: Baltimore Pictorialist.”
Works by the photojournalist who
worked at The Baltimore Sun
for 50 years. Tues.-Sun. 1 Tenth
St. on the Riverwalk, Augusta.
706/828-3815.

SWAN COACH HOUSE
GALLERY

Through June 14 “Music and
Dance.” Visual Interpretations by
Harriet Leibowitz, Lori-Gene and
Teena Marie Stern.
June 19-July 26 “Properties:
New Work by Ben Roosevelt.”
Winner of The Forward Art’s
Foundation’s 2007-2008 Emerging
Artist Award. Reception June 19,
6-8 PM.
Aug. 7-Sept. 20 “Mining the
Surface: New Sensibilities in Art
Textiles.” Reception Aug. 7, 6-8
PM. Tues.-Sat., 10 AM-4 PM. 3130
Slaton Dr., NW. 404/266-2636.

TEW GALLERIES

July 18-Aug. 19 Works by
Buckhead residents Jean C. Glenn
and Shannon Nyimicz. Mon.-Sat.
425 Peachtree Hills Ave., No. 24.
404/869-0511.

THE BASCOM/Highlands, NC
Through June 12 Southern
Furniture Exhibition

June 21-July 12 Middle of

Nowhere Exhibition. Visual music,
landscapes that do not exist
in nature and a variety of other
artworks are included. Reception
June 21, 5-7 PM.
July 19-Aug. 14 Portraits and
Figures Exhibitions. Reception July
19, 5-7 PM.
Aug. 23-Sept. 18 Contemporary
Folk Art Exhibition. Reception
Aug. 23, 5-7 PM. thebascom.org.

828/526-4949.

keith rocke

Exhibitions

Big Top: You’re the Ringmaster.” A
new feature exhibit that will teach
children the important role they
can play in keeping their bodies
strong and healthy. Open daily.
Admission $11 plus tax, under 2
are free. (free for all visitors on the
second Tues. of every month from
1-7 PM). 275 Centennial Olympic
Dr., NW. 404/659-KIDS (5437).
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story and photography
by keith rocke

Paradise
Tropical

The Caribbean’s vibrant isles of Trinidad and
Tobago offer a sunny splash of serenity

W

here is that?” It
took a few seconds
for me to formulate
an adequate answer.
Surprisingly, there was at least one person
who did not know where Trinidad was. Now,
to clarify, there is a city in Cuba named
Trinidad. And that Trinidad has long been a
haven for photographers hoping to capture
and preserve images of colorful old homes,
cars and colonial architecture. But the
Trinidad referred to here is one half of the
Caribbean duo of Trinidad and Tobago.
These are the last two islands in the
chain stretching from the Bahamas to
the northern coast of Venezuela in South
enjoy the caribbean
charms of tobago with
America.
a tropikist breeze or
rum punch, among the
So, what’s the big deal about Trinidad
colorful cocktails
served up at the
and Tobago? For starters, whenever you
tropikist beach hotel &
resort in crown point.
hear the lyrics from the Bill Withers song
“Just the Two of Us,” he’s singing about the
island pair. That song was commissioned by the
Trinidad and Tobago Tourism Board to launch
an aggressive worldwide advertising campaign. If
you remember the old tropical jingle, “Drink de rum
and Co-ca Co-la…working for de Yankee dollar,” these words
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tell of a time when
U.S. presence in the
Caribbean was a boon for
investment and development
in the region. Surely, you’ve
heard of the limbo dance. Don’t
forget the energetic and melodic
tunes played on the steel drums or the
vibrant and colorful calypso music.
Been to the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans or to the big one in Rio de
Janeiro and think you’ve seen them
all? Hold on. You missed one!
There’s the party of all parties held
annually in Trinidad. It’s called
Carnival (carne vale). Yep! Two
days of insane partying in the
streets. Most visitors who travel
to Trinidad for Carnival arrive
there at least one week before the
merriment begins. It’s the buildup to the Monday and Tuesday
festivities that remain firmly in the
minds of visitors and that memory
(usually) brings them back year after year.
When the party is over in Trinidad, on Ash
Wednesday, the next place to be is on the sister island

take a dip in the most spectacular of
settings at macqueripe bay, located on the
northern coast of chaguaramas on the
island of trinidad. because of its natural
sheltered design and deep, calm ocean
waters, the bay was a perfect submarine
base for the u.s. during its occupation of
the islands from 1941 to 1972.
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of Tobago (pronounced toe-bay-go). Tobago boasts
many more white sand beaches with calm waters
and protective bays, a more laid-back lifestyle and a
natural wonder, the Buccoo Reef. The Northeastern
coast of Tobago is dotted with numerous scuba dive
sites. Like Trinidad, the mountain ranges in Tobago
– accessible by 4-wheel drive vehicles – refreshes the
mind and body and brings one back to quietness
of nature. That tranquility is interrupted only by
the whistles and chirps of the plentiful songbirds or
the occasional flight of parrots overhead. If you’re
lucky, you’ll be treated to the vocal stylings of
the indigenous howling monkeys or “howlers” as
they’re more aptly called by the natives.
For the eco-enthusiast, Trinidad and Tobago
ranks among the richest outposts of biodiversity in
the Caribbean, with more than 450 bird species,
over 108 types of mammals, 55 reptiles, 25
amphibians and 620 types of butterflies.
American Airlines, Delta and Continental
Airlines fly regular scheduled flights to the islands.
Accommodations, whether a hotel, motel or guest
house, are plentiful, but planning a trip is well
advised, particularly during the high-volume
vacation season. The U.S. dollar and euros are
actively transacted for goods and services. Dining
runs the gamut, from a quaint brunch at a local
spot to formal meals at posh restaurants, especially
in Trinidad. Have a good time. Sample the island
cuisine. And, by all means, get some sand between
your toes. Drink fresh coconut water at least once,
and ask a native where you can get a Julie Mango.
clockwise from top: a panorama of paradise unfolds at
tobago’s tropikist beach hotel & resort. Lovely stained
glass windows grace the chapel at st. mary’s college, a
landmark of higher education in trinidad. parlatuvier bay
is one of the most scenic spots on tobago, an elongated
island with a mountain range that runs the length of the
land. the warmth of the caribbean isles is reflected in
the face of this young trinidadian, happily biding her time
in the mountainside while her mother worked nearby,
“putting on faces” as a makeup artist for an on-location
photo shoot. commemorating the martyrdom of hussain,
the grandson of muhammad, hosay is celebrated
annually with a colorful parade of tadjahs, crafted of
bamboo, wood, paper and tinsel.
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